Oshkosh, WI – Safety Measures

When we set up registration
We will have to set it up so helpers are at different tables. Drivers don't crowd each other or
helpers when in there, space yourselves out, and bring a pen or take new one to keep and use.

Judges stand
We will have to use a few tables to get everyone spaced out as needed. I am race director
both days, all day I will wipe down tables and stuff when patrol boat changes.

Hot pits and patrol boats
Only drivers and pit crew in HOT PITS!!!! Hot pits are not family and friends meeting space
or race viewing area! If you’re not needed get out!!!!
Chris Shepperd volunteered to be our Hot Pit Boss he will keep unneeded people out of hot pits
and help make sure patrol boats to be cleaned during patrol boat changes.
Patrol boat drivers will wipe down boats surfaces they touched after their set in boats, please
don't lick or kiss the safety boats or docks!!!

Parking lot pits
Give yourselves some extra space we have whole parking lot, just space trailers out more than
normal!!!

Below is list that the city of Oshkosh and I agreed too, so we can race
1. Hand sanitizer and hand soap will be available in bathrooms at the pavilion and boat
ramp.
2. Rescue boats and judges stand will be cleaned throughout the day cleaner and hand
sanitizer provided at docks/Hot pits.
3. The announcer will make a reminder announcement on the social distancing guidelines
once an hour.

4.

We do have online registration and drivers been encourage to use if possible.

5.

We will have 3 tables if needed for people who want to register day of.

6. There will be a new clean pen jar at each table and each driver will keep the pen they
used.
7.

There will be cleaner and hand sanitizer in registration area

8. Drivers meeting will be drivers only, drivers will be spaced out in meeting, no pit crew or
family members allowed for meeting.
9. Race will not be publicly advertised, so to not draw general public spectators, no food or
drink or vendors

This list is not very hard to do just a little extra effort from us all and we can race!!!
They understand that we at times will have to interact with each other and that will happen, we
just have to do the what we can we can to be safe and space out when we can!
Inspection
In the Hot Pits area – hand sanitizer, same two inspectors, drivers and pit crew only.

